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bobby’s Megayard
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he Megayard in sint Maarten has been open now for 10
years and is located in cole bay across the lagoon from
simpson bay yacht club. This branch has 2 Travelifts: a 150
metric ton (165 us ton) machine that can haul vessels up to 33
feet wide. and a second machine of 75 tons for the smaller sail
boats. This machine can accommodate a 19 foot wide vessel.
This yard has 24 hour security guard and a 3 meter security
wall surrounding the yard with night security lighting. in near
proximity to the yard, all within walking distance are a full array of the best vendors of marine parts and equipment in the
caribbean. in addition to this, there is a full selection of vendors
supplying all the services one might need performed from: sail
makers to rigging, welding, mechanical, refrigeration and electrical all within easy walking distance of the Megayard.
There is a second location of the Megayard alongside the airport. This yard has a 50 ton Travelift for the smaller vessels. here
we accommodate the vessels that wish to stay out for a long
term. This yard has a security fence and lighting but there is no
security guard on duty.

at both the facilities professional assistance is available to
solve your boating problems and we have an array of subcontractors that can assist with any work needed to be performed from
welding to electrical. The Megayard is experienced at doing your
bottom painting and as we use environmentally friendly dustless
sanders, we do all work below the waterline without any dust. We
offer very competitive pricing and estimates are available upon
request for the sanding and painting of the bottom. as we here
in sint Maarten are in the hurricane belt, we of course offer hurricane storage. The hurricane season is between the months of
June to november. This is a very popular service and early booking is essential. The boats will be chocked and cross braced for
security with the masts of keel boats removed as a precaution.
Many owners take the opportunity to inspect both rigging and
mast at this time. catamarans are offered hurricane concrete hold
down blocks and are chocked both forward and aft to prevent
any movement during a storm. We at the Megayard feel that we
will offer you our customer a satisfying and professional stay in
our yard and we look forward to being of service to you.
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bocas del Toro boaTyard
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ike most haul-outs, the bocas del Toro boatyard offers
some long-term dry storage spots. however, that is not
their main emphasis, so they only accept such vessels on

better make a reservation soon. it is easy to route from the big
airports in panama city, panama or san Jose, costa rica to just
about anywhere.
however, here is a much better option. if you sail downwind
from the eastern caribbean to panama you will have left the hurricane Zone. Thus you could do your haul-out at a very affordable facility and then spend the rest of the summer enjoying a
completely un-crowded and magical archipelago. Many people
think of this area as The undiscovered caribbean. The anchor-

The new yard, which has been open for three years, welcomes
both do-it-yourself sailors and those seeking a full-service facility.
Their rates for skilled labor are very reasonable and they can haning, canvas work and sail repair. The travel lift can hoist 60 tons
and there is a big crane for pulling masts and diesel engines. The
lift underwent major improvements in 2018 including new straps,
new hydraulic system, engine and tires.

it is an american owned yard and most of the staff speaks english. plus there is a “serious” fence surrounding the entire yard
- making it very safe. safety is a priority!
once your haul-out is complete, an amazing cruising ground
awaits you. it is essentially an inland sea, where the waves are
mild rather than menacing. There are excellent beaches and
young reefs that are not bleached out. There are many mangrove
islands and several high islands that feature monkeys, sloths and
toucans. There is a gorgeous bay that features a resident group
of dolphins. inexpensive over-the-water restaurants are scattered
about the archipelago.
The cruising community is sizable and very active in bocas del
Toro. The hub for much of the activity is the bocas Marina (www.
bocasmarina.com and its restaurant called The calypso cantina.
They host swap meets, pot lucks, and holiday gatherings. The
little town is wonderfully laid back. however, all of the basic grocery and hardware items that a sailor needs are readily available.
perhaps it is time that you set a waypoint for The undiscovered caribbean.
don’t miss the annual bocas del Toro regatta (bocasdeltoro
regatta.com) in february. last year’s regatta was a great event with
over 38 mono and multihull boats. lots of prizes from our local
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caTaMaran boaT yard
& sTorage

80’ long x 26’ wide.
We take them all!

l

ocated on the oceanside, catamaran boat yard was dethe yard expanded its lift capacity to service catamarans

point charles on your nautical chart latitude 25’ 4’ 39’ north
longitude 80’ 27’ 25’ West.
catamaran boat yard has the widest Marine Travelift in southeast florida. lifting vessels to 27’ wide x 75’ long utilizing a 88 Ton
Marine Travelift. controlling depth 5’. deeper draft vessels can
be accommodated using our air bag lift system. 125-Ton american crane for Wider boats.

We are truly unique in that diy work is welcome. We also offer
commercial rates and we encourage subcontractors to bring their
boats in to perform their services.
our facility is set up to take care of your needs. ample yard
space and also an enclosed building measuring 58’ l x 42’ W x 32’
inside clearance for painting or any other service required.
We are a yanmar Marine sales and service dealer! as a bonus, we
can offer discounted package pricing on yanmar servicing or repowering with reduced yard fees. give us a shout - we’ll make you smile!
are you working on your hurricane plans? best to call now and
work it out as there may be limited availability. call for details.
We’d love to hear from you with your questions!
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boaTyard & Marina
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ucked into the sheltered inner corner of Woburn bay on
the south coast of grenada, clarkes court boatyard and
Marina is located at 12o0’1”n 61o44’43”W.
boats are hauled and launched using our state of the art italian
built 242 ton boatlift, maximum beam of 37’ and draft 13’, affectionately known as “The hulk.” a 32 ton roodberg submersible trailer
handles vessels up to 55’ loa, maximum beam of 25’ and draft of 7’.
divers check sling positions on every lift. all boats are strapped
down and cradles and clamped stands are available on request.
There are marina slips for boats with up to 12’ draft and 80’ length,
and a working dock for vessels up to 120’. power supply is 220v &
110v at 50hz and there is a 24 hour security service.
additionally, we are also proud to introduce bottom painting /
hull services to all our clients.
CREW FACILITIES

ON SITE TECHNICAL SERVICES

DOING IT RIGHT
our boatyard crew is repeatedly congratulated on social media for their special care and attention. one client wrote:
“The lowest common denominator for any boatyard is that they
perform common and skilled tasks for the longevity and perforWhat makes certain boatyards stand out from others, are in fact,
the employees who work there. clarkes court boatyard and Marina is such a place. for a variety of reasons, it stands out as the
best haul-out and maintenance facility we have ever experienced
in the 10 years we’ve owned our catamaran. i would never be so
naïve as to call this ‘nirvana’ (as i’m not overly found of boatyards
- only sailing) but this organization has its act together. read the
current reviews and walk the boatyard yourself.”
With excellent lifting equipment, our team is committed to serving a large range of boats, including youth sailing dinghies, cruising
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curaçao Marine
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uRACAO MARINE FACTS:

high-pressure washing, steaming,
bottom sanding, painting, antifouling, osmosis treatment,
project management and more.

engine repairs,

equipment installation.
last year
we dredged, now
can be easily
hauled. other
: beam
, loa
, weight 60
ton. besides
we have
available for the
big ones. We have space for 1-2 megayachts! yachts up to
length &
draft can be moored.

our fully equipped, enclosed, shaded, air-conditioned
do the work yourself or we can do the job for you!

after expanding from 140 to 250 dry berths last year, we will expand
the wet berths in august.
We have always offered
laundry service but now sailors can do their own laundry at
their convenience.
The
community seeking safe harbor for both long & short terms.
because of many returning
The
is also a great advantage,
giving sailors time to do extensive yacht maintenance while
so book now! our crew looks forward to welcoming you at
F O R A L L Y O U R Y A C H T Ithe
N G Sdocks!
ERVICES
experiencing life on the island!

www.curacaomarine.com

+ 599 9465 89 36

Follow us on
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grenada Marine
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renada Marine is a haul out and marina facility in st. david’s, on the southeast coast of grenada. located in the
well protected and tranquil bay of st david’s harbour.
The haul out bay has a controlling depth of 17ft at low water and
a 32ft width/beam serviced by a 70-ton Travel lift. There is also a
100-meter dock face for marina dockage. The marina crew prides
themselves in the care and attention to detail taken to ensure
each vessel is safely stored ashore in the grenada Marine boatyard. each boat is hauled, then pressure washed, then carefully
taken to its designated area.
The site is comprised of 10 acres with approximately 8 acres for
storage of boats and a computerized storage yard management
monitor yachts during their stay.
specialty and custom storage solutions are offered to all customers for their vessels, such as use of ‘insurance approved’ steel cradles and mast racks, tiedown anchors or storage of boats by type.
grenada Marine can store 250 yachts using a stacker (60 tons
max) and can lift 70 tons/31.5’ wide. The travelift slip draft is roughly
16’ and the 100-meter service dock enables ‘in the water’ works.

onsite amenities include:

The owners Jason and laura fletcher have run grenada Marine for over 19 years and play an active role in the day to day operations of the boatyard - with a strong commitment to provide
professional service.
in 2019, grenada Marine awarded 12 n - The caribbean yacht
specialists an exclusive contract for all the marine maintenance
and repair aspects of the business. 12 n employs a combination
ready to exceed your expectations by performing quality work
that is completed on time and within budget.
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magine a renowned marina and full service boatyard uniquely
situated in a natural hurricane hole and you start to get the idea
behind why the combination of compass point Marina and independent boatyard & Marina are so special and so in demand.

l

feet of beam), 35 ton crane and a 35 ton hostar Marine yard
transporter used for close stacking during hurricane season.
The channel into benner bay is marked with day shapes on pilings with a depth of 8ft at high tide and 7 feet at low tide in the

new 500 foot dock extension added to compass point Marina

as a rule, favor the red.

slips for catamarans.

Combined Marina Facts
There is a 93 slip Marina attached to the boatyard, which does
long term slip rentals (three months or more). our sister marina,
compass point Marina, which has 195 slips, is just south of lndependent boatyard & Marina in benner bay bordering the entry
channel. compass point Marina does do transient slip rental on
a space available basis. Both marinas due to their location in
a hurricane hole, allow vessels to remain in their slips during
the hurricane season provided vessels comply with our written hurricane tie-off plan.

Boatyard Facts
lndependent boatyard & Marina is located in st. Thomas, us
Virgin lslands on the south side of st. Thomas. The boatyard
and marina are located in benner bay (sometimes known as the
“lagoon”), which is a protected hurricane hole. on premises
businesses include a Machine shop, a fiberglass shop, a Wood
shop, an outboard repair shop, a large budget Marine chandlery, as well as cariga’s, an on site long time bar/restaurant.
a large food store (food center) is located across the street
from the boatyard and down a 1/2 block. The eastend town and
harbor of red hook (Vessup bay on charts) is about 2 miles east
of the boatyard and has numerous restaurants, a pharmacy, and
another food store. red hook is also the terminus of the st.
Thomas to st. John ferry, which usually runs hourly.
The yard is equipped with a 50 ton Marine Travelift (up to 18

vessels slated for haulout.
The perfect location combined with all of the marine services
located at your immediate discretion. everything is covered
from provisioning to hurricane storage. act now to lock in your
reservation as we currently have new found availability that assuredly won’t last long.
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olly harbour boatyard is well known for delivering friendly
and professional service for boat storage and maintenance. recently, we have been busy with race boats preparing for the rorc 600. our concrete pits are in high demand
for the deep draft boats and ideal for rudder jobs.
We have two full service concrete yards, with a capacity for
225 boats offering storage and maintenance with onsite marine
trades and boat management. Jolly harbour is home to budget
Marine chandlery providing a wide range of marine products.
also, an onsite yacht broker and agent for peters & May.
Jolly harbour Marina & boatyard is an insurance approved
facility. during the summer season it is mandatory for all boats
to be strapped down with heavy duty cargo straps to permanent ground anchors and for all stands to be welded. our dedicated cradle areas are extremely popular for boats of all sizes. a
purpose built dinghy store is available in addition to mast rack,
indoor outboard storage and lockers. We maintain 24 hour security patrol together with a comprehensive ccTV system.
travelift operators both with over 20 years’ experience. They are
extremely dedicated and the friendliest crew in the caribbean.

Testimonials state the individual care provided is second to
none. We have the latest model 75 ton remotely operated travelift with sail boat extension and a crane for masts. additionally,
we have a boat mover for transporting smaller yachts.
some owners chose an annual contract for dockage/storage
which is a good option for customers who do not cruise extensively. located on the sheltered leeward side of the island you
are spoiled for choice in day anchorages.
Jolly harbour Marina has installed new bathroom and shower
facilities for our guests exclusive use. The resort itself boasts 600
homes with water frontage and the commercial center offers
bars, restaurants, banking, car/golf cart rentals, lawyer, pharmacy and a well-stocked modern supermarket.
Just a 20 minute drive from Jolly harbour, antigua boasts a
new airport facility that is an international hub for direct daily
joy duty free imports.
if you are considering Jolly harbour Marina & boatyard in
your plans please do not hesitate to contact us. The entire team
is waiting to assist in answering questions, providing you with a
customized estimate or showing you around.

jolly harbour marina
THE SAILING HUB OF THE CARIBBEAN
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nanny cay boaTyard
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anny cay’s full-service boatyard offers storage for 300
monohulls and 100 catamarans.
nanny cay has two boat lifts: a 70T Wide-body Marine Travelift capable of lifting catamarans with a beam up to 32’,
as well as a 50T Marine Travelift capable of lifting monohulls up
to 68’ in length. nanny cay also has two hydraulic trailers - 30T
and 60T - which can move vessels up to 60’ and 75’ respectively.
each monohull is secured with a minimum of 4 sandscrews
and 10 tension straps. customers also have the option of securing their vessel in pantaenius approved cradles. nanny cay uses
brownell jack stands and has developed custom catamaran stands
minimum of 6 sandscrews and at least 12 tension straps.
nanny cay offers a dedicated no mast storage area and if
owners choose to remove their mast for hurricane season, mast
storage is free.
ic and mechanical marine engineering services; metal fabrication; yacht surveying; yacht management; rigging and a sail loft.
boatyard guests are able to stay onboard, undertake their

Che
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own maintenance work, and use the marina bathroom and
shower facilities. nanny cay also has hotel rooms and offers a
20% discount to boatyard guests. also available to guests is free
and a bar and restaurant.
The work and storage yards both have electricity, with backup power, as well as water, provided by nanny cay’s own r/o
plant. other amenities in the boatyard include free garbage
disposal, a waste oil collection point and encyclon wastewater
treatment in haulout area.
all yards are gated and there is 24-hour security on the premises, with ccTV and traditional foot patrol by security guards.
nanny cay chandlery in a 4,000-foot purpose-built retail store
has over 6,000 products in stock and offers a special order service.
Tradewind yachting services is conveniently located next to
the boatyard. Tradewind is the bVi’s authorized yamaha dealer
department and factory trained technicians, including one of
the very few yamaha Master Technicians in the caribbean.
rico, antigua and st Maarten; and a quick ferry trip from st Thomas.
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eake yacht services is a full-service boatyard located in
chaguaramas, Trinidad, outside of the hurricane belt.
our 160 ton Travelift can haul sailing and motor yachts
and commercial vessels alike, with up to a 31ft. beam. no forestay
removal needed on most yachts up to 60 feet.
Trinidad is well known for getting any type of work done includ-

our serVices

hydraulic repairs, welding and sandblasting, to name a few.
chaguaramas has many outlets offering anti-fouling and paints,
boat and engine parts (Trinidad has a wide range of yanmar engines and parts available), canvas and sail repairs, etc., and if it is
not available in chaguaramas, peake’s courtesy bus is there to asregular trips to the malls, grocery stores, banks and even pick up
and delivery to the airport for our customers…all free of charge!
special rates available at our onsite hotel for yard clients!
chaguaramas has many options for breakfast, lunch and dinrants, including our onsite Zanzibar restaurant.
additionally, if you have the inclination and time, there’s lots
to see and do in Trinidad – bike riding and walking in the trails

boaTyard serVices offered by independenT
conTracTors include:

yacht delivery captain

est with beautiful waterfalls. Trinidad also has a vibrant nightlife
and of course there is our world-famous carnival festival!
We look forward to having you at peake yacht services. Talk
to anyone who has been here and i am sure we will be seeing
you soon!

YA C H T S E R V I C E S
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puerTo del rey Marina
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uerto del rey marina in puerto rico is the largest and

ment over the last 14 years. That investment, combined with its
strategic location (surrounded by mangroves and mountains),
helped avoid a catastrophe during hurricanes irma and Maria
in 2017. The massive breakwater played a crucial role in saving
hundreds of vessels in the water, and the steel and concrete
foundations in the hurricane storage proved critical in saving
hundreds of boats on land. over 1,300 vessels survived the direct hit from hurricane Maria and her 200+ mph winds while
stored in puerto del rey. The marina invested in a 1.5-Megawatt
generator capable of running all the facilities and ensuring they
are even more prepared for any future events. call or write them
today to ask about hurricane storage options.
The puerto del rey boat yard is the only yard in the caribbean with 4 travel lifts; the most powerful of which is capable of
hauling out vessels up to 150 tons. There are also bull forklifts
that can haul vessels up to 42’ loa and 32,000 lbs. you can rest
assured that your vessel, regardless of size or service needed, can
be taken in by puerto del rey.
do you need to get some work done on your boat? They have
you covered. puerto del rey is home to 14 authorized contractors,

some of them have built reputations as the best in the region. This
gives you the ability to select the contractor whose skillset matches
your needs and whose prices come within your budget; all this without leaving the marina! some of the areas the contractors excel in
include: propulsion systems, motor repair and mechanics, wood-

as if that were not enough, puerto del rey offers a wide variety
of amenities to their guests and boat owners. get gas or diesel at
the shell fuel dock. get some work done (or some leisure done)
by connecting to the free marina Wi-fi. Take a break from the water and stay in one of their on-premise apartments (1 and 2 bedrooms available). There is also a gym, game room, jungle gym,
jogging trail, provisioning assistance, a heliport, on-site car rental
service, car wash, hair salon, laundry facilities, a deli-market, and
the best seafood restaurant in town. puerto del rey Marina is
your one stop shop in the caribbean for all your boating needs.
“our range of services will make your visit more convenient
and dedicated staff will make it an unforgettable experience.
puerto del rey Marina is your one stop shop in the caribbean
for all your boating needs. We are more than a marina... we are
your gateway to the caribbean.”
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igy rodney bay
Marina & boaTyard
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rom routine Maintenance and painting to complete

along in no time. boasting a 75-ton Marine Travel lift and
a 40-ton self-propelled boat trailer, as well as the sail loft with
cility is ready for you and your crew. our boatyard, which is endorsed by several major international insurance companies, is a
popular choice for summer storage.
The igy rodney bay boatyard occupies a gated 4.5 acre
area within the igy rodney bay Marina complex which itself
is strategically placed within a protected lagoon. The facility
is a designated port of entry with immigration and customs
you have settled in, The 5 gold anchor-awarded rodney bay
Marina has a full range of support facilities at your disposal. a
short distance away is the rodney bay Village where you will

with several bars and restaurants.
over the years igy rodney bay boatyard has gained a
steady customer base which attests to its reputation as a premier boatyard in the southern caribbean attributable not only
to the professionalism and friendliness of the experienced
staff but because of our upfront pricing practice without the
insurmountable add- on fees. The location of st. lucia adds
to the boatyard’s appeal since its central location makes it
the perfect base for sailors exploring both the northern and
canada (Toronto) and the us (atlanta, Miami & nyc) as well
as europe (london), st. lucia can safely brag about having the
so if you are looking for a reputable boatyard in the southern caribbean that comes with the quality assurance of a
stalwart in the industry, then the igy rodney bay boatyard is
your destination.
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entrally located on the alabama coast of the gulf of
Mexico, saunders yachtworks operates two boatyards
and provides our customers with outstanding boatyard,
ence, our management team and staff can handle projects of all
levels of complexity.
our full-service boatyard and transient basin in gulf shores is
located at mile marker 155 on the gulf intracoastal Waterway. it
accommodates vessels up to 130 feet with a 27-foot maximum
beam, provides robust dockage and long-term dry storage, and
features the largest lift capacity for recreational boats in the
northern gulf. We designed our fully-enclosed works building
to include a 50-foot door height that can handle custom tuna
towers. next to our works building, a 13,000-square-foort covered space allows us to stage a greater number of vessels in a
weather-protected environment.
our second location, saunders Marine center in orange
beach, provides easy access to a major gulf pass and boasts
60-ton lift capacity with a 21-foot maximum beam. in addition

to offering a full-service experience, this location allows owners,
captains and subcontractors to lease yard space to complete
projects themselves. We also provide authorized sales and repower support for outboard engines.
we’re equipped to tackle it all!

for more information, please call 251.981.3700 or visit our
website at saundersyacht.com. Whether you’re docking in the
states for an extended period of time or just passing through,
let us put our tradition of performance and integrity to work
for you!
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shelTer bay Marina boaTyard
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f you are looking for the optimum in service at the best price,
panama is the country and shelter bay is your destination:

shelter bay has the tools and the staff with over 2,000 haul
outs and a much larger number of repairs of all types. our
staff has the experience and skills to service most of the routine repairs and maintenance on your vessel. We can do everything no one can. We´ve developed relationships and contacts
ters in the us and europe.
our technical and supervisory staff will work closely with you
to provide the best course of action for your vessel. We offer a
wide selection of services which are tailored to your needs from
a simple boat watch program with a report once a month to an
in our very secure side tie berths while the work is accomplished.
100,000 square feet of stabilized yard space with an enterm secure storage space to accommodate up to 120 vessels,

and 200 wet slips makes shelter bay Marina at the panama
canal, the best option to leave you vessel this upcoming hurricane season. our 100-ton travel lift, can haul vessels up to
28 feet wide and 10-foot draft. our 30-ton crane with 115 feet
reach will handle the mast and rigging of your sailboat and
our 60-ton hydraulic trailer can move the vessel to the service
position of your choice.
our chandlery is geared to support the work you require,
we have relationships with all local suppliers and the key players in fort lauderdale. panama has exceptional processes to
expedite shipping of parts for ships in the canal at very reasonable prices, we use the same system to serve you.
shelter bay has been selected to be the beneteau dealer in
panama. We take this very seriously and will be sending our
technicians to specialized training to ensure our service will be
second to none.
Vessels stored in the water or in the secured dry storage can
choose from several boat care options to ensure everything is
downs, checklist reports including photos are some of the options. shrink wrap is also available for those that require good
exterior climate protection for their vessels.
let us take the worry away, contact us at sbM and we will be
more than ready to attend your needs.
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spice island Marine serVices
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pice island Marine services ltd, grenada, has been in operation in the south of the island for over 30 years.
We are known for reliable customer service. a secure,
insurance approved storage facility in the southern caribbean
located at 12.007° n 61.765° W, ensures peace of mind with
optional steel cradles, yacht tie-downs throughout, and welded stands.
This full-service boatyard can accommodate yachts up to
70 tons, 80 feet long, and 25 feet beam for your hauling, storage, and repair needs. We offer complete yacht refurbishing,
sis repairs as well as bottom painting, mechanics and elec-

electrical, systems, diesel engines and gasoline engines,
Welding & fabrication, dingy repairs. We also have raymaprickly bay, grenada, with its on-site budget Marine chandlery, Turbulence sails for rigging, restaurant & bar, and selfcontained apartments.
spice island Marine services will exceed your expectations.
We also offer free Wifi to our customers, token operated
washers and dryers, bathroom facilities, plus 24-hour security.
Transport to and from the airport is easily arranged.
shopping, restaurants, supermarkets, the airport & beaches
are easily accessible as we are less than 5 minutes to the
bus routes.
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ThunderbolT Marine inc.
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n an area of natural beauty and open space just outside savannah georgia on the intra coastal Waterway sits Thunder-

are no overhead restrictions on the passage from the ocean
via Wassaw sound to our dockside and only light commercial
within walking distance. a well-stocked marine supply store and
life-safety services are also just up the street. There are many big
name stores within a few miles. The hostess city of savannah,
a myriad of restaurants and bars, is only a short ride away.
one of the few yards on the u.s. south eastern shores capable of hauling catamarans up to a 50 ft beam, TMi is the preferred choice for many boat owners who require expertise from
knowledgeable personnel experienced with multi-hull vessels,
regularly hauling catamarans ranging from 32ft to 100ft. leopard, lagoon, fountaine pajot, privilege, endeavor and alliaura,

to name a few, are no strangers to Thunderbolt Marine’s facility.
With sixteen trades on site and the support of dedicated outside contractors, we offer the services needed to see any vessel
include canvas & upholstery, cabinetry & joinery, hVac, electrisides & bottom painting. Thunderbolt Marine has fast become
recognized as a premier location to have your boat painted. We
boast a state of the art paint booth and three separate, fully
enclosed service bays each with overhead cranes, ideal for paint
prep and other services requiring a sheltered work space. additionally, we have a laundry and showers on site, a crew lounge, a
courtesy vehicle for unexpected errands, 24 hour security, Wi-fi,
storage facilities, a pump out station and fuel services. clearing
in is made easier for those visiting from outside the u.s. as customs and immigration come directly to the yard. please contact
us for further information.
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Varadero Marina
& boaTyard aruba
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ARGEST FuLL SERVICE MARINA OuTSIDE THE

When sailing in the dutch caribbean waters, whether
you want to store , maintain, repair your vessel or simply want to
located outside the hurricane belt, Varadero aruba offers an exlong term storage: our ramp can accommodate vessels up
to 32 feet wide, with a safe storage yard and at attractive rates.
Varadero Marina and boatyard also has a wide array of services to
offer, ranging from routine services to mayor repairs.
Turquoise tranquility is thanks to the barcadera barrier reef offering protection from swells and storms. aruba is blessed with a
year-round north-easterly wind, our location to the south of the
island combined with the barcadera reef makes us the safest marina in the caribbean to store your vessel.
dealer and offers in house parts, complete service and certi-

october 2018.
experience and professionalism on your side: our boatyard offers, 250 dry berths, multi service boatyard, hauling and storage,
maintenance & repairs, mono & multi-hull, roodberg hydraulic
trailer 20 & 60 tons. We are ready to handle jobs ranging from
routine maintenance, soda blasting, anti-fouling, mast rigging,
engine overhauls and servicing + more.
Marina: our perfectly located marina provides electricity
110V, 220V, 360V, 70 wet slips, free internet, dock side restaurant,
mega yacht facilities, chandlery – budget marine, security 24/7
and ship agents.
fish house island bar & restaurant : noW open! our new dock
our visitors love it and our locals approve. With a relaxing view of
the Marina, you can enjoy delicious dishes and tasty cocktails.
Varadero Aruba Marina & Boatyard Information: www.varadero
aruba.com
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Virgin gorda yachT harbour
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irgin gorda yacht harbour is a dynamic location, nestled
in the heart of beautiful spanish Town, Virgin gorda,
britsh Virgin islands. The yacht harbour boasts two boatyards, with a wide variety of storage and service options, as well
as a full-service marina.
The south boatyard has been a staple of yacht maintenance
in the leeward islands for decades, and utilizes a Marine Travelift
with a 70-Ton capacity that can accommodate an 80-foot loa
and 21’ beam. our signature hurricane pit storage option has
long been a popular and dependable service that has proven itself to both yacht owners and insurance companies since 1983;
regular seasonal storage options are also available.
The north boatyard features a Mbh350 cimolai hoist that can
accommodate up to 350 Metric Tonnes (385 us Tons), and vessels

insured local subcontractors who are ready to provide all levels of
vessel maintenance on any type of boat, from the pleasure sailing
craft to the commercial vessel. both the north and south boatyards can be expected to expand to provide even more storage
capacity in the near future.
The Marina has 93 slips that can accommodate vessels up to 9’
draft, and features several amenities. There is a fully-stocked Marine chandlery, a fuel dock providing gasoline and diesel, shore
power, water, ice, as well as a restaurant, bar, and shopping centre
to be completed soon.
The island of Virgin gorda is a beautiful destination that features
its own airport, ferry terminal, and several luxury resorts and villas.
There are also stunning natural parks, beaches, and views on the
island, including the world-famous baths national park. reserve a
slip today and experience for yourself all that we have to offer!

